
Math 217 Daily Update Winter 217 Section 3

This Daily Update will be written as soon as possible after I finish teaching at 11:30. It will summarize what we did, correct errors and make clarifications, provide

important announcements, such as information about upcoming quizzes, and occasionally offer some general advice or opportunities for extra credit. Make a habit of

checking it frequently.

Monday April 17 Last day of class! Section 3 was the best 217 section ever!
We took Quiz 12. You can turn in Rewrites any time before the exam on Monday April 24.
We then worked on using Eigenvectors to understand geometry in 3-space. The worksheet takes you through

the proof of the following theorem: A composition of two rotations (around some line through the origin) in R3 is
also a rotation around some line in R3. This is an important but non-trivial theorem. The point is this: by choosing
nice bases, we can easily see that a rotation has determinant 1. Since determinant is multiplicative, so does a
composition of rotations. On the other hand, rotations are orthogonal, so their compositions are orthogonal, so the
only possible eigenvalues are ±1. With a little work (see the worksheet), we see that 1 must be an eigenvalue, and
the corresponding eigenvector spans to axis of rotation. This worksheet is still available for EXTRA CREDIT. And
it is a good review of some of the important topics you need to study for the exam. It is especially good for students
trying to break into the A-range, since it might help with preparing for the harder proof problems.

Homework and Final Exam: Our exam in April 24 in Lorch 140. Do the ”Prove or Disprove” practice sheet I
made (posted) without looking at the answers. Then check afterwards. Study with some friends! Re-read ALL the
materials I provided, and the textbook. Redo ALL the worksheets, and check your answers. For practice, redo the
quizzes and Group quizzes, and check with a friend if they are correct (You can also ask me).

When they become available, do all the practice exams you can. The exam will be hard! Study! It is cumula-
tive! Be sure not to neglect basics from the begin, including ALL definitions in the ”Definititions and Theorems”
Document.

I will post something about office hours to Canvas and/or Wolverine access. If you have a picture from the last
day, please send me a copy!

Friday April 14 We took a group “EigenQuiz” and then went over it. We then worked on a worksheet to review
and practice finding examples of matrices that are or are not diagonalizable in various ways and contexts. Another
purpose of the worksheet was to help you understand why the spectral theorem is true. One of the key points is that
that eigenspaces of a symmetric matrix are orthogonal to eachother. Please make sure you complete the worksheet
because Monday we will have a quiz (the last quiz!) and it will include similar examples to part A as well as a proof
from part B.

Homework: Please complete the worksheets which you have not yet finished and check your answers against
mine. ALSO: If you are caught up on all worksheets, please do the BONUS worksheets called ”An Application of
Eigenvalues to Fibonacci Numbers” (easy) and ”Eigenvector and Geometry in 3-space” (slightly harder) posted on
the website. I will collect these Monday, and grade them. There will be a quiz Monday on Friday’s worksheet.

Final Exam: Our exam in April 24 in Lorch 140.
Final Study Ideas:
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(1) Redo worksheets, and check your answers against mine. There may be problems you never got to. Do them
now!

(2) Re-read the book, especially 7.3.
(3) Complete both of the the Extra Credit Worksheets on the Section 3 webpage for Chapter 7. These are both

relevant to the Exam.
(4) You can click on ”files” then ”Schneider” in Canvas, and scroll down the long list of what Scott Schneider

has uploaded. You will find all his worksheets, both a copy without solutions and a copy with solutions
(WS22 means ”worksheet 22”). Download a few of these from the last few weeks and try them. He writes
the Exam, so it may be a good idea to see what he thinks is important. This is probably an especially good
place to find harder proof problems to practice with. Check your answers against his solutions.

(5) Re-read the ”Eigen-Everything handout” and all other documents. Focus on Definitions and Theorems.
(6) Practice T/F from the book. Always prove or disprove, but don’t forgot that usually the easiest way to

disprove is to give a counterexample.
(7) Go back over your Part B problems and try them again from scratch. When you get stuck, try to understand

the solutions.
(8) When they are posted, do all the old exams you can find. But do them without looking at the solutions

Wednesday April 12 We did Problem F from last time’s worksheet (EigenPractice) on complex eigenvalues
and vectors. We then learned the Spectral Theorem (8.1). This is a great theorem! It says: any symmetric matrix
has an eigenbasis consisting orthonormal vectors!. Why is this so great? Well, first, we can tell just by one glance
that a symmetric matrix is diagonalizable (similar to a diagonal matrix). Usually, this is hard (think about the
process: we compute char poly, find it roots, compute the gemus of each by find the dimension of the kernel of
A − λIn, then see if they add up to n. Yuck). But even better, since the eigenbasis is ORTHONORMAL, it is
especially easy to work with...the coordinates are easy to find (using dot product) and the change of basis matrix S
that diagonalizes A has an easy-to-find inverse (namely ST—do you see why?).

Homework: Finish Webwork assignment (the last one!). Finish the problem set, part A and part B (the last one!).
Read 8.1 if you have not yet. Finish the worksheet on the Spectral Theorem, as well as any other worksheets you
have not completed in class or you are fuzzy on.

Monday April 10 We took Quiz 11. We then worked on practicing with Eigen-Everything. A substantial number
of people (nearly all!) had a lot of trouble writing down a matrix with specified eigenvalues of specified algebraic
and geometric multiplicities (problem B). I wrote out a careful solution to this and the other problems (except F).
Please go through and finish the worksheet problems A through E CAREFULLY. This material is critical for the
Final Exam.

For homework: Webwork! Including reading for 8.1. Please go back and complete all worksheet problems
from today’s worksheet. If you have not done so with previous worksheets, please do the same for all eigen-
related worksheets. Some of the groups have been slow getting through, I think related to not having done enough
readin/wenbwork to prepare for class. This is DEFINATELY going to affect your final performance if you don’t go
through and do the worksheets to catch up! If you have questions on old worksheets, you can ask me after class
Wednesday. Final Exam only 2 weeks away!



Friday April 7 We worked on finding algebraic and geometric multiplicities of eigenvalues using a worksheet.
Please finish the worksheet! Pay special attention to C and note that there ar emuch more clever ways to do it than
what most of you were doing in class! It will pay on the Quiz to know the more clever approaches. Monday’s Quiz
will have a Problem from B as well as other important concepts from this worksheet.

For homework: Read 7.5 and do reading webwork. Also, finish the web homework THIS WEEKEND (even
though the due date is wednesday). Get started on Problem Set 11. Final Exam only 2 weeks away!

Wednesday April 5 We practiced finding the characteristic polynomial and eigenvalues of a linear transforma-
tion. For V T−→ V with V finite dimensional, we first pick a basis B; next we find the B-matrix [T ]B; we then
compute its char poly using the formula det[xIn − B]. An important (non-obvious!) fact is that all choices of B
give the same char poly of T ! The roots of the char poly are the eigenvalues.

We proved the important theorem: If ~v1, . . . , ~vn are eigenvectors of T with DIFFERENT eigenvalues, then the
set {~v1, . . . , ~vn} is linearly independent. An important corollary is that if a linear transformation V T−→ V has n
DIFFERENT eigenvalues with n = dimV , then T has an eigenbasis. Equivalently, an n× n matrix with n distinct
eigenvalues is diagonalizable.

Homework: Complete the web homework. Finish Problem Set Parts A and B. Complete and study carefully the
Worksheet problems A, B, C, D, even if you did not get to Problem D yet. Learn the definitions of Algebraic
and Geometric Multiplicities of an eigenvalue, and statement of the THEOREM relating them. If you don’t feel
100% confident about B-matrices and/or eigen-spaces and diagonalization, read the Section 3 documents on our
webpage about “Change of Basis and All that” and “Eigen Everything”.

Monday April 3 We continued studying eigenvalues, eigenvectors and eigenspaces of a linear transformation
V

T−→ V . All of these things can be computed by fixing a basis B for V and working with the B-matrix instead of
T (assuming V is finite dimensional). We also defined the characteristic polynomial of T as the DETERMINANT
of xIn − [T ]B and saw that this gives the same polynomial even if we take different bases. Students also should
have derived their own proof (in part C) of the following IMPORTANT THEOREM: The eigenvalues of T are the
roots of its characteristic polynomial. Please make sure you complete the worksheet on your own as it contains
very important theoretical material which may be harder to get from the book.

Homework: Read 7.3 and do the reading webwork (also complete the web homework if you failed to do so on the
weekend). This is important to get the most out of the worksheets next time. Finish reading ”Eigen-Everything”
from our class website. Work on the Problem Set, parts A and B.

Friday March 31 Eigenvectors! My favorite part of Math 217. We discussed what they are from a slightly more
abstract point of view than in the book. EIGENVECTORS (and their corresponding EIGENVALUES) are associated
to linear transformations (not just matrices like the book says in 7.1). Fix a linear transformation V T→ V . By
definition, ~v ∈ V is an eigenvector if it is non-zero and there exists a scalar λ such that T (~v) = λ~v. We talked
about the geometric interpretation and the algebraic usefulness of eigenvectors using a worksheet. Please be sure
to complete the worksheet. It is very important and will be on Monday’s Quiz.
Homework: READ THE (NEWLY POSTED!) WRITE-UP CALLED Eigen-Everything on our webpage, through the
first 6 pages. Be sure you understand all the examples and definitions. Read 7.2 and do the web reading work.
Notice that my definition of characteristic polynomial is slightly different from the books. These two polynomials



differ only by sign, so the roots are the same. Pay attention! I am going to ask about this difference on the quiz.
Also, finish the worksheet. This might be easier after reading Eigen-Everything.

Complete the Webwork assignment IN FULL this weekend (do not put it off until next week). This is excellent
preparation for the Quiz, as you will have to do eigen-computations. Also, get started on Problem Set parts A and
B.

Extra Credit: If you lost more than 2 points on any part of any problem on Exam 2, you can rewrite that problem
for me. You can earn back up to the number of points you lost (but it goes into your Quiz total, not the test). Test
rewrites are due in class next time.

Monday March 27 We practiced by taking Group Quiz 6. For extra credit, you can turn it before the start of
next class, and I will replace one of your old quiz scores with this new score. Note that I have slightly changed it,
so please download the new one. Many groups then worked on a worksheet on the proofs of the main theorems
about determinants. This is posted.
EXAM PREP! The exam is WEDNESDAY on Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Suggestions:

(1) Please do all the worksheets problems and check your answers. Start with the most recent worksheets and
work backwards, all the way to the Chapter 4 material.

(2) Please study the definitions and theorems in the document ”Definitions and Theorems for Exam 2” posted
on the webpage. To motivate you, I will give double bonus points for typo-finding in this document if you
report them before Monday’s class.

(3) From Canvas, download and print the Definitions list. Memorize all these definitions (the only one you
definitely won’t be asked is ”vector space”). Please pay special attention to definitions about Inner product
spaces, since you have not had a quiz on these.

(4) Please read the “Properties of Determinants” sheet that was distributed by email (I will also post it) and go
through the Worksheet from Friday March 24 carefully to make sure you understand all of it! You have
not had a problem set on it so you need to practice the harder problems. [Do not stress too much about the
Worksheet called “Proofs of Determinant Properties” until you have done everything else.

(5) From Canvas: download the practice exams WITHOUT solutions, and work through them.
(6) The TRUE-FALSE questions at the end of each of the three relevant chapters is an excellent way to pre-

pare. Practice finding COUNTEREXAMPLES to the false ones! For example, if the TF statement is “The
determinant is a LINEAR transformation”, a full-credit answer would be a COUNTERXAMPLE showing
the determinant does not always “respect addition” (or scalar multiplication), NOT just saying ”False, it is
multilinear.” Our section underperformed on TF last time. You can do better.

(7) You can redo all our old quizzes and group quizzes. You can also scroll to the bottom of the Section 3
website and click on the webpages for previous years of Math 217. You will find webpages with many
quizzes (most have soutions!) you can use for practice also.

(8) Webwork 10 is open. The first three problems are good practice for determinants.

Friday March 24 We went over the proof of the theorem on the geometric interpretation of the determinant
(| detA| is the volume of the image of the unit n-cube). We then worked on the multilinear property of determinants
using a worksheet. The multilinear and alternating properties of determinants are developed on this worksheet and
are very important for the exam. I suggest you try to finish the worksheet over the weekend...I will post solutions.



This will keep us on schedule. We will discuss more about it Monday because I know it is hard. I will make another
worksheet for Monday.

Yes, there is a quiz Monday. Problems on the three determinant worksheets from this week. Possibly also some
definitions on inner product spaces since there were none on last weeks quiz.
EXAM PREP! The exam is on Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Suggestions:

(1) Please do all the worksheets problems and check your answers. Start with the most recent worksheets and
work backwards, all the way to the Chapter 4 material.

(2) Please study the definitions and theorems in the document ”Definitions and Theorems for Exam 2” posted
on the webpage. To motivate you, I will give double bonus points for typo-finding in this document if you
report them before Monday’s class.

(3) From Canvas, download and print the Definitions list. Memorize all these definitions (the only one you
definitely won’t be asked is ”vector space”).

(4) Start doing the practice exams that are posted (without looking at solutions!).
(5) The TRUE-FALSE questions at the end of each of the three relevant chapters is an excellent way to pre-

pare. Practice finding COUNTEREXAMPLES to the false ones! For example, if the TF statement is “The
determinant is a LINEAR transformation”, a full-credit answer would be a COUNTERXAMPLE showing
the determinant does not always “respect addition” (or scalar multiplication), NOT just saying ”False, it is
multilinear.” O ur section underperformed on TF last time. You can do better.

(6) I am trying to get them to open Webwork 10 so you can get a little more practice with determinants. I will
let you know if that happens and which problems on it are relevant to the exam.

Wednesday March 22 We completed the Worksheet from last time, then did another worksheet. Please finish
both worksheets if you did not in class. This material is important for the exam even though you will not
have a problem set on it due until after the exam!!

The main poin of the first worksheet: if A and B are the matrices of a linear transformation T : V → V with
respect to two different bases (say A and B), then A and B have the same determinant! This means it makes
sense to define the determinant of a linear transformation to the determinat of its matrix with respect to any basis.
The proof is nice: we know that A and B are similar, meaning A = S−1BS for some invertible matrix S (in fact,
S = SA→B). Multiplying both sides by S, we have SA = BA. Taking the determinant of both sides and using
the multiplicative property of determinants, we have det(SA) = det(BS) so detS detA = detB detS. Now
cancelling detS (which is not zero since S is invertible) from both sides, we have detA = detB.

The main point of the second worksheet: The (absolute value of the) determinant of Rn → Rn is the n-VOLUME
of the image of the unit n-cube. You should have worked through some special cases on the worksheet, and
hopefully understand why this is true. Please complete the worksheet and compare your answers to mine! This is
important for the exam!

Homework: Problem Set 9 due Friday. I am trying to get the reading webwork pushed forward but please
check...you may have to read 7.1. Please also begin preparing for EXAM 2, which is promised to be very hard
and only a week away!!! EXTRA CREDIT OPPORTUNITY: There is an Extra Worksheet posted on Fourier Co-
efficients. I will give extra credit for turning it in by MONDAY if it is done well. This is also good exam practice.
Exam 2 is only 1 week away! Please take special note that Chapter 6 is on the test. You need to know how
to compute a determinant (use Laplace expansion, not patterns). You need to know and be able to do all the types



of problems that are on the worksheets this week. It is a somewhat dangerous situation, because the problem set on
determinants is due AFTER the exam, so you won’t get as much practice. Exam Prep: Please do all the worksheets
problems and check your answers. Start with the most recent worksheets and work backwards. Please study the
definitions and theorems in the document ”Definitions and Theorems for Exam 2” posted on the webpage. To
motivate you, I will give double bonus points for typo-finding in this document if you report them before Monday’s
class.

Monday March 20 We took Quiz 9. As usual, you can turn in a Redo to get up to half your missed points back.
We then discussed determinants. You do not have to understand “patterns” which is a somewhat non-standard
thing our book does (though it may be on 1 or 2 webwork problems). However, you must know how to compute
the determinant along any row or column, also called “Laplace expansion.” We worked on understanding deter-
minants using a worksheet. Most groups got through problems A, B, C. Important points were: 1) the determinant
of a square matrix A and AT are EQUAL; 2) the determinant is multiplicative: det(AB) = detA detB; 3). The
determinant of A−1 is 1/ detA; 4). The determinant of an orthogonal matrix is ±1.

Homework: Complete the webwork, get going on problem set. READ 6.2 (reread) and 6.3 (do reading webwork).
Exam is only slightly over one week away: please read the Document Definitions for Exam 2.

Friday March 17: We continued working to understand inner product spaces using the same worksheet. One
of the most important examples comes from putting an inner product on spaces of functions. One good inner
product comes from integration: we defined 〈f, g〉 =

∫ 1

−1 fgdx on the space of continuous functions on the interval
[−1, 1]. Students practiced computing in this space, for example, finding orthonormal sets and computing the closest
vector to the set of linear functions. A very nice set of orthogonal vectors in this space come from the trigono-
metric functions {1, sinx, cosx, sin 2x, cos 2x, sin 3x, cos 3x, . . . sinnx, cosnx}. These are in the texbook, and on
a worksheet that some groups got to. You will see them in the homework.

Homework: Everyone should complete problems 1-7 from Webwork 9 this weekend (+1 to everyone who has it
done by Monday at 9:55), and get started on the Problem Set. The part A problems are quite demanding as you are
still getting used to the 5.5 material. We will take a QUIZ on Monday as well. As usual, it is based on worksheets
from the previous week (5.4 and 5.5) but some of it may be similar to some of the material from Problems 1-7 on
the webwork and/or the Problem Set part A problems from 5.5. You also have to read 6.2, as we will be discussing
DETERMINANTS in class monday after the QUIZ.

Wednesday March 15: We took Group Quiz 5 to solidify our understanding of TRANSPOSE. We then worked
on INNER PRODUCT SPACES using a worksheet. The most familiar example of an inner product is the standard
dot product on Rn. The point of inner product spaces is we can do geometry (talk about lengths, distance, angles,
etc) in an arbitrary vector space if we choose an inner product on it. All your intuition and techniques for dot
products should transfer over to any inner product space: lengths, angles, orthonormal, orthogonal complement,
Gram-Schmidt....these all make sense in any inner product space! Most groups got through only one of the four
inner product spaces. At home, you should try B, C, and D. We will continue with problem A on Friday.
Homework: Problem Set! Reread 5.5, carefully. Then finish the worksheet problems B, C, D. You can save
problem A for class. We will do it Friday. Read 6.1 and do the reading webwork on it.



Monday March 13: We took Quiz 9. My apologies for the error on the QR factorization problem. Here’s how
I am making it up to you: I will grade it and give you feedback but I will not count it. The exception is that if
your score, grading it out of the other 3 parts, exceeds your lowest quiz score from the previous quizzes, then I will
replace that lower score by this higher one. Also: You can do a quiz rewrite (with the corrected Quiz, posted) as
always but for the full 20 points and again I will replace your lowest score with this new one.

We then worked on “least squares” solutions to INCONSISTENT systems of linear equations. Say A~x = ~b is
inconsistent. The least squares solutions to A~x = ~b are NOT solutions (of course, since it has none!) but they are
the solutions to the “closest consistent” system, which we obtain by replacing ~b by the closest vector (call it ~b∗) to
im A. The closest vector~b∗ is the PROJECTION of~b onto im A. So the least squares solutions to A~x = ~b are the
solutions to A~x = ProjimA(~b). [To find the projection, we can find an orthonormal basis for im A (for example by
inspection or if that fails, we can use Gram-Schmidt applied to ANY basis for im A). Once we have an orthonormal
basis (~u1, . . . , ~ud) for im A, we use the formula~b∗ = ProjimA(~b) = (~b · ~u1)~u1 + · · ·+ (~b · ~ud)~ud.]

It is often (but not always!) a pain to find the projection. An alternative way to find the least squares solutions is
to use the NORMAL FORMULA. This says that to find the the least squares solutions to A~x = ~b, we can multiply
both sides of the equation by AT . It turns out that ATA~x = AT~b is always consistent and its solutions are the
same as the solutions to A~x = ProjimA(~b). Thus the least squares solutions are the same as the actual solutions to
ATA~x = AT~b.

Class was shortened because of the Ed School’s study of Math 217. Thanks for tolerating it. We will do the
second page of the Worksheet next time.
Homework: Finish webwork. Work on Problem Set part A and B. Read through page 8 of “Definitions and
Theorems for Second Exam” and make sure you understand all the definitions and theorems listed. Focus especially
on the “Inner Product” stuff (Section 5.5 material). BONUS POINTS FOR TYPOS AND HELP MAKING THIS
BETTER. ALL SUGGESTIONS WELCOME!

Friday March 10: We discussed orthogonal transformations and orthogonal matrices (Section 5.3 in the
book). Please be careful: the word “orthogonal” is OVERUSED. We can have three different meanings: 1) a pair of
vectors can be orthogonal; 2) a linear transformation can be orthogonal; 3) a matrix can be orthogonal. Learn each
definition and do not mix these up. For a pair of vectors, orthogonal means their dot product is zero. For a linear
transformation, it means the dot product is preserved (see the worksheet for a precise definition). For a matrix, it
means that AT = A−1. Luckily, as you proved on the worksheet, a matrix A is orthogonal if and only if the linear
transformation TA (left multiplication by A) is an orthogonal transformation, so there is less danger about mixing
these up.
Homework: DO WEBWORK 8 BY MONDAY. I will give 1 bonus point to everyone who has it DONE by class
on Monday. This will get you to practice and review GRAM-SCHMIDT and QR factorization, which are super
important. The Quiz Monday will cover the worksheets from last week, and will include at least one proof from
TODAYs worksheet. Please read 5.4 and 5.5 this weekend. We will be discussing 5.4 in class monday and I want
you on top of it. You have reading webwork on 5.5 due Monday. Please get started on the Problem Set Part A and
Part B as well. EXAM 1 is only slightly over 2 weeks away: we have a lot of material to master still: it will cover
all of Chapter 5 and 6.1, 6.2, 6.3.



Wednesday March 8: We took Quiz 8. If you are unhappy with how you did, you can turn in the ”Quiz 8
rewrite” sheet linked next to Quiz 8 on the webpage. I will average the scores.

I was not impressed by our section’s grip on Gram-Schmidt! Of course, I am glad that we relaxed over break
but please correct this this weekend by doing the full webwork assignment 8 (due next Wednesday), rereading the
book, and watching the Khan Academy video as needed. If you don’t understand after that: office hours Monday
at 3!

We then worked on QR factorization, which is an application of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Given
a N × d matrix M of rank d, the QR factorization is a way to write M as the product QR, where Q is also N × d
but with orthonormal columns and R is an invertible d × d upper diagonal with positive entries on diagonal. The
procedure to find Q and R is this:

(1) Call the columns of M ~v1, . . . , ~vd. Think of these as a set of vectors in RN spanning some subspace of
dimension d.

(2) Use Gram Schmidt to “orthonormalize” (~v1, . . . , ~vd) to (~u1, . . . , ~ud). These are the columns of Q.
(3) The matrix R is the change of basis matrix from (~v1, . . . , ~vd) to (~u1, . . . , ~ud). It is easy to find R because

it easy to find the coordinates of ~vi in the orthonormal basis (~u1, . . . , ~ud) (using dot product).
The formula for R in the book looks different but is EQUIVALENT. You should think about why these are the
same. The secret is in the meaning of the GRAM-SCHMIDT process. First you find ~u1 by scaling ~v1 by its length.
This says that ~v1 = ||~v1||~u1, which tells us how to write ~v1 in the basis (~u1, . . . , ~ud), and hence the first column of
R: it is [||~v1|| 0 0 . . . 0]T . [Check also that ~v1 · ~u1 = ||~v1||.] Thinking inductively, how do you get ~ui? The
point is that you decompose ~vi as ~v||i + ~v⊥i and then ~ui should be the vector ~v⊥i scaled by its length ||~v⊥i ||. Here, the
space you are projecting onto is Span (~v1, . . . , ~vi−1) = Span (~u1, . . . , ~ui−1). So

~vi = ~v
||
i + ~v⊥i = ~v

||
i + ||~v⊥i ||~ui = (~vi · ~u1)~u1 + · · ·+ (~vi · ~ui−1)~ui−1 + ||~v⊥i ||~ui,

tells us the coordinates of ~vi in the basis (~u1, . . . , ~ud), and hence the i-th column of R. Note that many of the
coefficients are 0, which is giving us the upper triangularity of R. Note again that ||~v⊥i || = ~vi · ~ui (CHECK THIS
YOURSELF!) so that our method on the worksheet is the same as what you see in the book in Section 5.2.
Homework: Problem Set parts A and B due Friday. Webwork 7 is due midnight tonight but Webwork 8 opens then.
START WEBWORK 8 NOW. This will get you to practice and review GRAM-SCHMIDT and QR factorization,
which are super important. Your weekend should be dedicated to mastering these processes and finishing Webwork
Assignment 8. The reading assignment for 5.5 is open but you do not have to do this yet. Save it for the weekend
so now you can focus on and reread 5.1 through 5.3. You should definitely reread these sections multiple times
to understand! Friday’s class will cover material from 5.3 so please reread that to be prepared for class.We will use
the BACK SIDE of the worksheet you got today although I will have materials for groups who already got through
this. The course coordinator is a bit out of whack with the reading assignments...I will try to get this adjusted so the
pace will be similar to the pace of the homework and classwork.

Monday March 6: We discussed the important Theorem 5.1.4: Given a subspace V of Rn and any vector
~x ∈ Rn, there is a unique decomposition ~x = ~x|| + ~x⊥ where ~x|| ∈ V and ~x⊥ ∈ V ⊥. We call ~x|| the component
of ~v in the direction of V (or the projection of ~x onto V ) and and ~x⊥ the component of ~x orthogonal to V (or the
projection of ~x onto V ⊥). This theorem is at the heart of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process and many
other important ideas of Chapter 5. Important points from today’s worksheet:



(1) You should understand the meaning of the decomposition ~x|| + ~x⊥: The vector ~x|| is the projection of ~x to
V , or the “closest vector in V to ~x” or the result of “dropping a perpendicular to V ” from ~x. The vector ~x⊥

can be gotten by subtracting ~x− ~x|| but it is also the projection of ~x to V ⊥.
(2) Given a basis (~v1, . . . , ~vd) for V , you should know how to use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to convert

these to an orthonormal basis (~u1, . . . , ~ud) for the same space V .
(3) You should be able to compute the projection ~x|| to V using the formula (~x · ~u1)~u1 + · · ·+(~x · ~ud)~ud where

(~u1, . . . , ~ud) is any ORTHONORMAL basis for V . You can use Gram-Schmidt to find one if needed. Don’t
forget: the ~ui must be a orthonormal basis for V in this formula. You can then get ~x⊥ by subtraction, or, if
you have an orthonormal basis for V ⊥ you can use the formula again.

(4) You should know why finding the matrix of a linear transformation in an orthonormal basis is (relatively)
easy and how to do this.

(5) Not all groups got to the QR FACTORIZATION but this is also something you need to know! Be sure to
do problem C and D on your own (especially D (4)—you can read about how to find the QR factorization
in Section 5.2 in the book and then do D(4) yourself. Then check your answer against mine.). Problems C
and D on the Worksheet are designed to get you to understand why QR factorization works.

We will have our QUIZ ON WEDNESDAY. It will cover worksheets from the week before break, especially B-
matrices, SB→A-matrices, and how to use them, including quick and easy ways to find them when dealing with
orthonormal bases. I will not (yet) test you on the Gram-Schmidt process or QR factorization: that will be next
Monday. However, Problem C on today’s worksheet is actually pretty good practice on change of basis matri-
ces. Doing the webwork assignment 7 BEFORE the quiz on Wednesday will help you prepare for the quiz. For
Definitions and Theorems you must memorize for the Quiz from Chapter 5, use the definitions on Worksheets.

Homework: Reading: 5.4 (with Reading webwork) and reread 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. Important WEBWORK assignment
due WEDNESDAY...do not leave this to the last minute...and anyway it will help you prepare for the Quiz! The
”Summary of Base Change” document might be useful for the Webwork and the Problem Set due Friday. Do not
leave it to the last minute!

Friday February 24: We practiced understanding the definition of orthonormality and the uses of orthonormal
bases using a worksheet. I hope you came to appreciate that is easier to find the coordinates of a vector with respect
to an orthonormal basis: the coefficient of ~vi can be found by dotting with ~vi. By contrast, it is usually a massive
computation to find B- coordinates in general. Most students got through Problem A and many got through A, B,
C, D. Over break, make sure you can do all of it. I will post answers soon.

Also over break: This is a good time to get fully caught up: read 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and do all the webwork (reading and
assignment due Wednesday). Be sure you can do the ”Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process” and if you need
help, use the link I gave to Khan Academy. Hey, why not watch all the Khan Academy videos on linear algebra
while you are missing our wonderful Section 3 three times a week?

Also: make as much progress as you can on the assignment due Friday. It is more reasonable than last week’s
assignment...you should be able to get a lot done on your own. This is on the material from 4.3, so you might want
to read the Notes on this and especially reread the ”Summary of Coordinate Change.” Make sure you know the
difference between B-matrices and change of basis matrices. Make sure you can compute both. Make sure you
know how to use both. If you are struggling with the homework, please go back and try the worksheets from Feb 17,
20 and 22. Redo them, then check your answers, while reading along the ”Coordinates” Section of the ”Definitions
and Theorems in Book Order Document.” This will help you get ready to try the homework again.



One more thing: Go over your Exam 1 and make sure you know what you did wrong. There’s no shame in
making mistakes, only shame in making the same mistake twice!

I will have office hours over break at the usual time: Monday 3-5 and Wednesday 12:30-1:30, both in my office
3074 East Hall.

Most of all: relax and get caught up on sleep and friends. If you go home, please be extra nice to your mom!

Wednesday February 22: We took Quiz 7 and went over it. If you are dissatisfied, you can get points back by
(1) Downloading and redoing the same Quiz. I will average your scores; OR
(2) Doing Problems D and E from the (second) Worksheet from Feb 20 which you can get to by clicking on the

link for “Changing Coordinates and the B-matrix (4.3)” on Feb 20.
If you choose the second option, you can get UP TO 20 out of 20 points. I will not average the scores but score
it afresh. You can do option 1 now and option 2 later if you wish. The offer for Option 2 expires when I post the
solutions to D and E. [As always, Option 1 expires at the start of class next time.]

The important thing from today is that everyone should now know how to find a B-matrix of a transformation
AND a change-of-basis matrix for converting coordinates between two different coordinate systems. That is, you
should be able to produce, like a machine, the matrices [T ]B and SA→B and never mix these two up. MEMORIZE
the “Handy Technique” for computing BOTH of these matrices on today (and Monday’s) worksheets and in the
notes.

You should also study so you make sure you know how and when to use each of these matrices. A good thing
to keep clear in your head is what each matrix takes as inputs and what it spits out as outputs.

You should also work on understanding the relationship between the matrices of the SAME transformation
expressed in DIFFERENT Basis. That is: you should work on understanding the formula

[T ]B = SA→B[T ]ASB→A

and also why SA→B = S−1B→A.
Homework: Read 5.2 and do the reading webwork. Read the “Summary of Coordinate Change and All That”

Sections I, II, III and IV. Work hard on the problem Set due Friday. It is very hard. Problem 4 is easier than
problem 3, so maybe do that first. Problem 3e is especially hard. Do not despair if you can’t get it. GO TO PROOF
TUTORING! GO TO OTHER PROFESSOR”S OFFICE HOURS. I have like 10 people every week in mine so
please repay those other student’s instructors and look in canvas for office hours and go get help on the problem set!

Monday February 20: We are deep into the hardest part of the course. We worked on problems from
Worksheets. We started with a new worksheet and did only Problem A on it. We then did Problem C from Fridays
worksheet. Please complete Problems B, C, and D from Friday’s worksheet AND Problem A from todays. Note
that the Worksheet from Friday had been edited a bit. Some “Handy Techniques” for computing B-matrices and
change of coordinate matrices were added.

There are two matrices you need to learn, and not mix up. Both have to do with using coordinates but have
different definitions and purposes. These are

(1) The change of basis matrix SB→A for comparing coordinates in two different basis B and A of a vector
space V .

(2) The B-matrix of a linear transformation V T→ V , for modelling a transformation T : V → V .



This is hard stuff but you can not get away with being lazy about mastering it because it is used for the rest
of the course. To help you, I have written a SUMMARY in a document with the link called “Coordinate Change
and All that.” You can use this to MEMORIZE how to find the matrix SB→A (DEF II discussed on page 2) and
MEMORIZE how to find the B-matrix [T ]B of a linear transformation T (DEF III discussed on page 4). Memorize
these both first if you are confused, then move on to the understanding what these matrices DO. That is: what do
they take in for inputs? what do they spit out for outputs? what is their purpose in life? how do they help us? After
that, you can worry about WHY they work. Ultimately, students going for the A will want to understand the proofs.

We WILL have a quiz on Wednesday, but I will try to keep it relatively easy and focus on WRITING DOWN
B-matrix similar to problems B or C on the Worksheet Friday (most of you worked on Problem C today) and/or
Problem A on today’s worksheet. I might take parts of Problem D on the worksheet from Friday DIRECTLY for
the quiz. The Quiz will cover material summarized in Section I, II and III for the ”Coordinate Change and All that”
document. I will not yet test you on Section IV of that document (expect it next monday though).

Homework: You have webwork due Wednesday, including reading for 5.1. The problem set is super hard. Start
early! Please read the ”Coordinate Change and All that” document for help on getting through the B-matrix and
Change of coordinate matrix stuff. Prepare for the Quiz by redoing worksheets and doing the examples in Sections
I, II, and III of ”Coordinate Change and All that” document.

Friday February 17: CONGRATULATIONS ON A JOB WELL DONE ON EXAM 1. We started the super-
interesting and challenging topic of using coordinates to model linear transformations. Most students got
through problems A and B on the worksheet. Please go through Problem B carefully, looking at the answers to
make sure you understand. Note that the posted version is slightly different than the one you got in class, so you
might want to just try the posted one on paper by yourself, then check your answers. Most students did not get
much into problem C or D. Instead of expecting you to finish these on your own, I am asking you to READ AGAIN
the notes from the “Definitions and Theorems” document pages 23-34. The B-matrix [T ]B and the Change of
Coordinate Matrix SA→B are hard concepts! Please read the notes this weekend: pages 23-34, carefully, and notice
the difference between these two types of matrices! Worksheet problems C and D or something similar will appear
on Monday’s worksheet (with some new material). I will postpone Monday’s quiz until WEDNESDAY to give you
some time to absorb (and have one more worksheet to cover on the quiz!)

Wednesday February 15: We did Group Quiz 4, which reviewed the many different equivalent ways to think
about surjectivity and injectivity of linear transformations Rn → Rm. This also gave us at least 10 different
equivalent characterizations of an invertible matrix. We next reviewed some TEST PROBLEMS from previous
exams, in preparation for TONIGHT’S TEST. Good luck! [Study advice is listed on Monday’s Daily Update as
well as Friday’s.]

Homework: Read 4.3 and do the webwork for it. Also: read the Definitions and Theorem in Book Order
Document, pages 23-34. There is no problem set, so I hope you’ll be able to really focus on this... It is long and
hard, so read slowly, try the examples to make sure you can do them, memorize the theorems and definitions. These
11 pages basically combine the book’s 3.4 and 4.3 into one discusion. Monday’s Quiz will include problems based
on this readng, pages 23-34. Important concepts here are: coordinates, change of basis matrix, and B-matrices.
Make sure you understand the definitions of these concepts. Come to class ready to ask about them if not.



Monday February 13: We went over some rank-nullity problems. Answers are now posted for all. Please
make sure you can do all of these! We then took Quiz 6. We then worked on coordinates using a worksheet. We
worked on non-standard coordinates on R2. This can be confusing, so make sure you ask questions if you are
confused!

Homework: Do all the provided Practice Exams without looking at the answers! Then, check your answers.
Please make note of what problems you think are the hardest. We can go over some in class next time, but there will
not be time for all. The exam will be long and hard. Be well-prepared! Definitions memorized. Worksheet proofs
practiced. Review old homework (solutions are posted) and quizzes. Re-do old workhseet problems, and check your
answers against the provided ones. Re-read the “definitions and theorems in book order” document, pages 1-22.
Read the Chapter Summaries in the Book at the end of 1, 2, 3, and 4. Do the TF questions at the end of chapters 1,
2, 3, and 4 (with justification...so counterexample or quiz explanation). You can skip problems involving ”transition
matrix” in chapter 2. In chapter 3, do only Problems 1-39 (skip problems on ”similar matrices”). In chapter 4, Do
1-21, 23, 28-33. For Extra Credit you can do and turn in any of the “Extra Worksheets” on the Webpage. Do
them in this order: ”trig formulas”, ”elementary matrices” and then ”lines”. The reason for that order is to have you
practicing the most essential things in preparation for the exam. I will give back some points on quizzes if you turn
in by Wednesday.

There is no webwork or reading webwork due Wednesday. BUT DO STUDY A LOT FOR THE EXAM!

Friday February 10: We first took a “Group Quiz” to practice some harder proofs involving spanning and
linear independence. We then worked on the idea of coordinates for a vector space V using a worksheet. The idea
is that once we fix a basis B for V , we can encode every vector ~v in V by just tracking the coefficients needed to
write ~v (uniquely) in the basis B. We write these coefficients as a COLUMN vector, called the coordinate column
vector of ~v, denoted [~v]B. More explicity, say that B is the basis (~v1, . . . , ~vd). Then each vector ~v can be written as
a1~v1 + · · ·+ ad~vd for some scalars ai ∈ R. Then the coordinate column vector of ~v is

[~v]B =


a1
a2
...
ad

 .
The mapping ~v 7→ [~v]B is a linear transformation

V
TB−→ Rd,

indeed, it is an isomorphism since it injective. You proved this in several cases on the worksheet and finally in
general. This is a deep and important idea. It allows us to model any finite dimensional vector space by a
coordinate space Rd. We will make lots of good use of this in Math 217 (and you almost certainly will beyond 217
as well!)

Homework: There is no Problem Set due Friday. There is, however, reading webwork due monday on 3.4. Read
3.4 carefully, it is an important chapter. Monday’s quiz will cover the material from the worksheets this week,
PLUS several problems similar to problems on the “Rank Nullity Worksheet”. Because there is no problem set, you
have the following homework:

(1) Do the Rank-Nullity Worksheet handed out in class (TF, with JUSTIFiCATION). Some quiz problems may
be very similar. Decide which problems you think are the five hardest. We will go over some.



(2) Read the Chapter Summaries in the Book at the end of 1, 2, 3, and 4. Do the TF questions at the end (with
justification...so counterexample or quiz explanation). You can skip problems involving ”transition matrix”
in chapter 2. In chapter 3, do only Problems 1-39 (skip problems on ”similar matrices”). In chapter 4, Do
1-21, 23, 28-33.

(3) Prepare for Monday’s quiz by making sure you can do all worksheet problems from last week.
(4) Take an old exam. Time yourself.
(5) For Extra Credit you can do and turn in any of the “Extra Worksheets” on the Webpage. Do them in this

order: ”trig formulas”, ”elementary matrices” and then ”lines”. The reason for that order is to have you
practicing the most essential things in preparation for the exam. I will give back some points on quizzes if
you turn in by Wednesday.

(6) For Extra Credit you can write an answer key for the TF book problems (any or all chapters). I will give
one point for each answer you get right that I got wrong (I did them very quickly and while listening to
middle school concert...lots of chances here for extra credit! For extra credit: I need your work by Monday!

Check out the new “Proof Technique Document” as well, and make suggestions to make it better. We have now
covered all the sections of the book which will be on the exam. This is a good time to go back and re-read the book,
focusing on the Summaries at the end of each chapter. Also please reread the “Proofs and Theorems” document
again on our web-page. I think it will make more sense now that you have several examples of vector spaces to
think about.

Wednesday February 8: We worked on understanding bases for vector spaces in different settings. The two
main examples of vector spaces we worked with were the space Rm×n of m × n matrices (which has dimension
mn), and the space Pn of polynomials of degree at most n (which has dimension n + 1). Both have a natural
basis...make sure you know what it is! But both also have infinitely many bases. We practiced proving sets form
bases or not. By definition a basis for V is a set of vectors in V which both spans V and is linearly independent.
However, paraphrasing Theorem 3.3.4 in the book, if we know we have the correct number of vectors in order to
be a potential basis, then they span if and only if they are linearly independent. So if you know your vector space
has dimension D, then to check a set of D vectors is a basis, you can check EITHER that they span OR that they
are linearly independent.

Homework: Webwork due 11:59 Wednesday. Problem Sets Part A and B due Friday. Check out the new “Proof
Technique Document” as well, and make suggestions to make it better. We have now covered all the sections of the
book which will be on the exam. This is a good time to go back and re-read the book, focusing on the Summaries
at the end of each chapter. Also please reread the “Proofs and Theorems” document again on our web-page. I think
it will make more sense now that you have several examples of vector spaces to think about.

Extra Credit: You can do the Worksheet called “Trig Formulas” listed on the Section 3 webpage and turn it
in. Your grade on it will replace your lowest quiz grade. Deadline is Class on Wednesday. This is also good test
practice.

Exam Preparation: Exam 1 is Wednesday next week! It will cover Book Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 3 (only
3.1, 3.2, 3.3), Chapter 4 (only 4.1, 4.2), and the “Proofs and Theorems in Book Order” (pages 1-22). Canvas has
the list of definitions YOU MUST MEMORIZE EXACTLY.

Suggestions for Exam Preparation:



(1) Go back on re-do all worksheets. Check your answers against the solutions on-line. I try to make the
worksheets similar to the level expected on exams, and the cover the same material as expected on exams.

(2) Do the TF problems at the end of Chapters 1,2,3,4, in the boo (ignoring any question about “coordinates”
or “B-matrix” in 3 and 4, as these sections will be done after the exam). For each, instead of just TF, treat
it as “justify or give a counterexample.” Remember that to give a counterexample, it suffices to give the
simplest possible, even if that is just the zero-matrix or something equally trivial. It might be best to move
quickly through these to cover more, instead of writing out careful proofs, but think things through, WHY
is it TRUE? Record your answers, and I will make a solution key.

(3) Look at the homework again. Make sure you can do the problems you were fuzzy on before or that you got
wrong. Answers are on canvas.

(4) Retake all the quizzes. I can check them for you again if you are not sure.
(5) With a friend, practice reciting the definitions EXACTLY using the list from Canvas (or from the “Proofs

and Theorems in Book Order” document ).
(6) Reread the “Proofs and Theorems in Book Order” document. For each definition, try to write it with out

looking, then check if you got it right. For each Proposition, try to prove it without looking, then check.
Also for Theorems, try to prove it yourself first without looking.

Monday February 6: We took Quiz 5. As usual, you can turn in a rewrite if you are not satisffied with your
answer. We then worked on problem C on the Worksheet to understand how to find a Basis for the image of a linear
transformation Rn TA→ Rd given by multiplication by A. We already discussed last time that the columns of A span
the image. How do we know which of these are linearly independent? We proved: Theorem: IfA is a d×n matrix,
then the columns of A that correspond to the pivot columns in rrefA form a basis for the column space of A. The
point is that the relations on the columns of A are the same as the relations on rref A. We did not get to the first
page of the worksheet. We will do this next time (plus more).

Homework: Read Book 4.2 and do the webwork for it. Re-Read ”Definitions and Theorems in Book Order”
through page 22. Check out the new “Proof Technique Document” as well, and make suggestions to make it better.
WEB HOMEWORK! Also, get started on the problem set for this week. It is a hard one. Exam Preparation:
Exam 1 is only week away. It will cover Book Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 3 (only 3.1, 3.2, 3.3), Chapter 4 (only
4.1, 4.2), and the NOTES (pages 1-22). You might want to make a list of all definitions (from the notes, not the
book) to study (and memorize!). Another very productive way to study: for Chapters 1,2,3,4, in the book, do the
TF at the end of each chapter (ignoring any question about “coordinates” in 3 and 4, as these sections will be done
after the exam). For each, instead of just TF, treat it as “prove or give a counterexample.” We can compare answers.

Friday February 3: We continued to work on the following concepts: linearly independent, span, basis,
subspace, using a worksheet on 3.2 and 3.3. Memorize these definitions in addition to understanding what they
mean in different contexts. We practiced the standard technique to prove W is a subspace of a vector space V . [You
need to check all three conditions of the definition.] Please go over the worksheet, checking your answers, to make
sure you understand.

Homework: Read Book 4.1. Read ”Definitions and Theorems in Book Order” through page 22. Memorize all
definitions in the latter document. Webwork! Get started on the web assignment. The students who succeed in
Math 217 are those who do the webwork on the weekend—this allows you to get the most out of the worksheets
and class discussions. Monday’s Quiz will have definitions and proofs from the worksheets from last week. You



may have to prove that something is a subspace so make sure you know how to do that. The worksheet from last
time has many good practice problems.

Exam Preparation: Exam 1 is a little over a week away. It will cover Book Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 3
(only 3.1, 3.2, 3.3), Chapter 4 (only 4.1, 4.2), and the NOTES (pages 1-22). You might want to make a list of all
definitions (from the notes, not the book) to study (and memorize!). Another very productive way to study: for
Chapters 1,2,3,4, in the book, do the TF at the end of each chapter (ignoring any question about “coordinates” in
3 and 4, as these sections will be done after the exam). For each, instead of just TF, treat it as “prove or give a
counterexample.” We can compare answers.

Wednesday February 1: We took a Team Quiz on kernels and images and spans and went over (the first part)
of it. Remember: When V T→ W is a linear transformation, the KERNEL is a subspace of the SOURCE, and
the IMAGE is a subspace of the TARGET. You should know how to find a basis for both. For the kernel: if T is
multiplication by A, finding the kernel is the same as solving the system of linear equations A~x = 0 (you should
know how to write the solutions as the set of all linear combinations of some vectors in the source...these give yor
basis for the kernel). For the image, we use the Theorem: The image of TA is the span of the columns of A. To find
a basis for the image, we need to remove any redundant columns. The easiest way that always works is to take the
columns of A that correspond to the PIVOTS in the rref of A.

We then started working on understand linear independence using a worksheet. Please memorize the definition
carefully! The definition in the book is not the most useful one for doing proofs, so you have to memorize the
definition in the notes. We did not finish the worksheet. Please make sure that you finish the FIRST PAGE. We can
work on the second page on Friday.

Homework: Do webwork by today! Problem set due Friday. This is good time to consolidate your understanding
of the reading. Make sure you have read and understood all of the following: Book 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and Notes: through
page 22. If you are dissatified with your score on Quiz 4 (returned today), you can turn in the TEAM QUIZ (posted
on the website) including the part we went over. I will grade it out of 20 and average this score with your Quiz 4
score.

Exam Preparation: Exam 1 is 2 weeks from today (in the evening). It will cover Book Chapter 1, Chapter 2,
Chapter 3 (only 3.1, 3.2, 3.3), Chapter 4 (only 4.1, 4.2), and the NOTES (pages 1-22). You might want to make a list
of all definitions (from the notes, not the book) to study (and memorize!). Another very productive way to study:
for Chapters 1,2,3,4, in the book, do the TF at the end of each chapter (ignoring any question about “ccordinates”
in 3 and 4, as these sections will be done after the exam). For each, instead of just TF, treat it as “prove or give a
counterexample.” We can compare answers.

Monday January 30: We worked on a worksheet on 3.1 and 3.2. The main ideas are the kernel and image
of a linear transformation, and the idea of the span of a set of vectors. Many students are still having difficulty
with the ideas of injective and surjective. Please see me or another instructor if this is not starting to come much
quicker. PLEASE finish the worksheet if you did not in class. You will see some of this again on a quiz next week.

Homework: Read 3.3 in the text and do the webwork for it. Start reading the notes “Definitions and Theorems in
Book Order” (Chapter 3) from our Section Webpage. This is long and hard; try to read at least through the definition
of linearly independent. By Friday, you should be able to finish the entire Chapter 3 discussion (not including the
section on Coordinates). This means by Friday you should have read through page 22. Do the Webwork Homework



Assignment (due Wednesday but tru to finish sooner) and make good progress on the Problem Set (due Friday) so
you can get help as needed.

Friday January 27: We worked on a worksheet to try to get used to the language of vector spaces and
their linear transformations. The idea is that a vector space is any mathematical setting in which addition and
scalar multiplication can be done in a natural way. Elements in a vector space are called “vectors” (even when they
might be some other kinds of beasts, like matrices, sequences, polynomials, or functions). A linear transformation
between two vector spaces is again just a mapping which respects the addtion and scalar multiplication. This is an
abstract idea, so it takes some getting used to. The examples on the worksheet were:

(1) the “coordinate free space” E3 of directed magnitudes (familiar from physics or Calc III). There is also E2,
the two-dimensional version.

(2) Rd×n, the space of d× n matrices. This is really infinitely many examples: for every choice of n and d, we
have a different (but similar) vector space. Make sure you can add two vectors in Rd×n and scalar multiply.

(3) The set of polynomials R[x] is a vector space. You’ve been adding polynomials since high school (by
combining like terms), and you’ve been scalar multipplying them too.

(4) The set of all sequences of real numbers. You can add them slot-by-slot, and you can scalar-multiply
slot-by-slot.

(5) The set of complex numbers. You add and scalar multiply them like you learned in high school...you can
check that the satisfy the axioms of a vector space.

Homework: Read 3.2 in the text and do the webwork for it. Try to also finish the webwork (due Wednesday)
this weekend as it will help with the quiz and worksheets next week. Get started on the written problem set so you
can get help when needed.

Monday’s Quiz: I will take problems directly from the worksheets as posted on the website for 1/25 and 1/27.
Note that there are slighlty different versions of the worksheets (for 1/25, use the “new and Improved” version),
with basically the same computations and main points, but arranged so you build up more slowly to the abstract
stuff. A really good way to study for Monday’s quiz is to download these two worksheets (don’t use the class ones)
and do them from scratch yourself. You can then check you answers on line. I will post them soon. Remind me if
you need them and they are not yet there.

Wednesday January 25: We worked on a worksheet to understand what INJECTIVE, SURJECTIVE AND
BIJECTIVE mean for mappings, and how to interpret them using the language and tools from solving systems of
linear equations in the special case of a linear transformation. This is Section 2.4 in the text. The subject was hard,
and I have rewritten the worksheet to build more slowly up to the idea. Please take a look at the new version of the
worksheet (soon to be posted, remind me if you do not see it by midnight tonight) and make sure you understand.
We also took Quiz 3. If you want, you can rewrite and give it to me by 10:10 Friday morning and I will average
your two scores.

Homework: Read 3.1 in the text and do the webwork for it. Student who succeed in 217 always start the
WEBWORK immediately...so Web Homework, even though it is due next Wednesday! Finish the written problem
set.

Monday January 23: Due to a (campus wide!) computer problem with logging into macs, the QUIZ was
postponed. We worked on a worksheet called “The Determinant of a Linear Transformation” to continue developing



our geometric intuition of linear transformations as well as out algebraic skills manipulating them. The main idea
was that a LINEAR TRANSFORMATION”’ of R2 to itself will always take the unit square to a parallelogram (unless
it is “degenerate” and it collapses the sides onto eachother forming a line segment.) The area of this parallelogram
is the absolute value of the determinant. We will proof this carefully in Chapter 6 where we also do the higher
dimensional case.

Several groups were able to also start on another worksheet, also on the geometry of lines and planes under linear
transformations. The point is: a linear transformation T of R3 to R3 always takes lines to lines (even if they don’t
go through the origin) except in the degenerate case where a line is taken to a point. Similarly, T will take each
plane to another plane (or in some special cases, like projection, to a line or even a point).

Homework: Webwork! Also, the written problem set is hard this week, so please get going on it! Quiz Wednesday
will cover the worksheet from last week and the determinant worksheet from today. There may also be something
from Section 2.4, which you have already read (but we have not gone over) so please read again, also in the
Definitions document.

Friday January 20: We did two worksheets, one on compositions of linear transformations (book Section
2.3), and one on induction, a proof technique. The main point of the first worksheet is that if Rm T1→ Rn T2→ Rd is
a composition of two linear transformations, then it is also LINEAR. Also, its matrix is easy to find in terms of the
matrices of T1 and T2. Write T1 = TA1 to mean that T1 is given by (left) multiplication by the matrix A1. Then we
proved that TA2 ◦ TA1 = TA2A1 . That is the composition of linear transformations is represented by the product of
the corresponding matrices. Be careful about the order of the matrices here!

Homework: Read 2.4 in the text. Read the Definitions and Theorems document from the webpage, pages 1-10
(through end of Chapter 2). WEBWORK, both reading and technical work due monday and wednesday. Written
problems sets 3 (A and B) due friday in class. Prepare for Monday’s Quiz by making sure you understand all
worksheets from last week. Make sure all definitions are memorized exactly.

Wednesday January 18: We took Quiz 2. If you messed up, you can print it out from the website and take
it again. I will average your scores if you turn it in before class starts on Friday. We warmed up by practicing how
to prove the following: If T is a linear transformation Rn → Rd, then T (~0) = ~0. There are many correct proofs.
You may use this basic fact in the future without comment.

We then worked on a worksheet to practice linear transformations and start developing some geometric intution
about them. You have now seen several nice geometric examples of linear transformations R2 → R2. Today you
showed that projection onto a line through the origin and also reflection over a line through the origin are
both linear transformations. Last time (tested on the quiz), you saw that scaling by any real number and rotation
around the origin through any angle are also linear transformations. A CRUCIAL IDEA is that every linear
transformation can be represented as matrix multiplication (though this is NOT the definition). You must know how
to find this matrix! (By now you should know that you just compute T (~ei) to find the i-th column.) You do not have
to memorize the matrices for projection and reflection but understand that these maps are linear and how to find the
matrix. I do recommend memorizing the matrix for the “rotation through θ” transformation.

Homework: Read 2.3 in the text. WEBWORK due wed night and friday morning, Written problems sets (A and
B) due friday in class. Do not leave this to the last minute! Please visit any and all professor’s office hours.



Friday January 13: We discussed linear transformations using the Worksheet for 2.1. Please memorize the
DEFINITION, which (roughly) states that a linear transformation is mapping between vector spaces which respects
both vector addition and scalar multiplication. We discovered the important idea that any linear transformation
from Rn → Rd can be represented by matrix multiplication, and a technique for easily finding that matrix. Next
week’s long-quiz will be Wednesday (due to MLK day) and will cover the ideas from this worksheet (not including
proof techniques G and H).
Definitions to Memorize: linear transformation (do not confuse with linear combination), standard unit column
vector, matrix representing a linear transformation (from Rn to Rd).
Skills to Acquire: Checking a transformation is linear, finding the matrix representing a linear transformation.
Homework: Read the “definitions and theorems” document, first 6 pages. WEBWORK, lots due Wednesday. Get
started on Problem Set 2 A and B, which is harder than Problem Set 1.

Wednesday January 11: We completed Worksheet 4 on Linear Combinations (1.3), and the beginnings
of linear transformations (2.1). Both topics show us the versality of matrix multiplication which can be used to
represent many different ideas. The points about linear combinations are

(1) By definition, a linear combination of vectors ~v1, . . . , ~vd ∈ Rn is a vector ~b of the form a1~v1 + · · · + ad~vd
where the ai are scalars, but also

(2) we can write a linear combination~b as a matrix multiplication
[
~v1 ~v2 . . . ~vd

] 
a1
a2
...
ad

. Note that if the ~vi’s

are in Rn, then this product is an n × d matrix times a d × 1 matrix, which gives an n × 1 matrix, which
makes sense.

(3) A vector~b is a linear combination of vectors ~v1, . . . , ~vd ∈ Rn if and only if the system of n linear equations
in d variables A~x = ~b is consistent, where A is the n× d matrix

[
~v1 ~v2 . . . ~vd

]
.

The points about linear transformations are these:

(1) A linear transformation is special kind of mapping from Rn to Rm.
(2) One way to think of it is that it is given by coordinate-wise linear expresssions in the source coordinates.
(3) Another way to think of it is that it is given by matrix multiplication.
(4) Linear transformations respect sums (T (~x + ~y) = T (~x) + T (~y) for all ~x and ~y in the source) and respect

scalar multiplication (T (λ~x) = λT (~x) for all ~x in the source and all scalars λ).

Definitions to Memorize: linear combination.
Skills to Acquire: matrix multiplication, writing linear combinations as matrix multiplication, writing system of
linear equations using matrix multiplication, writing linear transformations using matrix multiplication.
Homework: Read Bretscher 2.2. Read the first 4.5 pages of Definitions and Theorems in Book Order (on the
website). In particular, note that “vectors” can have a more general meaning than just elements in Rn and memorize
the correct definition (from these notes, not the book) of a linear transformation. WEBWORK!! There is tons due
by Wednesday night. Also, the written problem set, parts A and B separately, are due FRIDAY. GATEWAY IS NOW
OPEN! Bonus point to those who are done by the time I check later today. Bonus points to the first person to find a
typo in any of the posted Section 3 materials.



Monday January 9: We took Quiz 1. We worked on Worksheet 3, on understanding systems of linear equations
and their solutions. Please go over it with the solutions (Posted) to make sure you understand. If you find a typo
(even a trivial one) on any of the posted worksheets or their solutions, please email me. The first student to report
errors gets one point per (correctly) reported error added to their quiz score.
Vocabulary words you should now know: Linear expression, linear equation, inconsistent, consistent, elementary
row operation, equivalent system, coefficient matrix of a system, augmented matrix of a system, row reduced
echelon form, rank, free (or independent) variable, non-free (or dependent) variable, consistent, inconsistent, Gauss
Jordan elimination.
Homework: Read Bretscher (the text) Sections 2.1. By now you should have read all of Chapter 1 and the two
handouts on proofs:“ Joy of Sets” and “Mathematical Hygiene” (from our webpage). There is a web homework due
Wednesday, and as usual, reading webwork. Make sure you are keeping up! The first written problem set (parts A
and B) are due Friday (posted on canvas). You should be moving through these and attending office hours (mine or
any instructor’s). Do not leave to the last day! The written homework is hard!

Friday January 6: Material Covered: some basics on proofs, Joy of Sets handout, and Section 1.2 of book. We
practiced/familiarized ourselves with some basics of “proofs” with a “group Quiz.” We then solving some systems
of linear equations on Worksheet 1.2. Many groups got bogged down in arithmetic, which means you need to
practice. The webwork will ensure you do. You should start early (now!) and get help if you need it (including
from the math lab). We will not be spending much time on this on class and it is confusing if you have not seen it
before!

Homework: Read Bretscher (the text) Sections 1.3 and “Mathematical Hygiene” (from our webpage). (Also,
1.1, 1.2, and The Joy of Sets again if needed). Study the algorithm in 1.2 for solving systems of linear equations
and finish the web homework on it. Get started on the written problem set! Please bring all worksheets and group
quiz papers to class again monday.

Monday’s Quiz: There will be some problem similar to a problem on Worksheet from Jan 6 and also from the
Worksheet from Jan 8 (not the group quiz...you do not yet have to stress about being quizzed on proofs).

Wednesday January 4: Material Covered from book: Section 1.1. We covered problems A, B and C on
worksheet 1. Make sure you can do problem D, as you will see something similar someday soon on a quiz.
Problem E will be covered next time. The goal was to review the meaning of systems of linear equations both
from an algebraic and geometric points of view. We saw, for example, that the solution set of one linear equation in
three variables defines a plane in R3, and that two linear equations in three variables usually defines a line in R3.
You should be able to state clearly the two special cases when two linear equations in three variables fail to define
a line, both algebraically and geometrically. You should also be able to explain analogously what to expect with
three linear equations in three variables, and what kinds of exceptions might happen.

Homework: Read Bretscher (the text) Sections 1.1. and 1.2, as well as the Joy of Sets (from my webpage and/or
canvas). Please pay careful attention to the method in 1.1 for solving systems of linear equations, a computational
technique we will not spend much time on on class but which is crucial (and will be tested by the gateway). Get
started on WEBWORK (some is due already Friday, and there is a ton coming up...successful 217 always get going
right away on whatever they can!). Familiarize yourself with our section’s website as well as the Canvas site for all
the sections.



Advising: If you are worried about whether Math 217 is the right class for you, come talk. If you don’t want to
do proofs, you might prefer Math 417 (which is like Math 217 without the proofs) or Math 214 (which is like Math
217 but has more in depth applications instead of proofs. Both use the same text as 217. Also, Math 216 might be
right for you. Keep in mind that Math 217 is a prerequisite for most higher math courses.


